DOGS ARE AWESOME!

But cleaning up after them – not so awesome. All dogs poop, so why hasn’t anyone come up with a better way to manage pet waste at home?

We’ve designed a beautiful, functional and environmentally responsible home pet waste station. We call it PawPail.

Manufactured with UV & weather resistant materials

Patent-pending DualVent™ technology minimizes odors

Discreetly stores & dispenses our controlled-life PawBags

Activated Carbon Air Filter removes harmful chemicals
**PawPail** is a professional quality pet waste station that can be used at home or anywhere it is too unsightly, inconvenient or expensive to have a commercial pet waste station.

1. PawPail’s design is environmentally responsible because it uses controlled-life plastic waste bags, eliminates the need for liner garbage bags and traps harmful odors and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) using an air filter.

2. PawPail’s modern and minimalist design complements the architectural features of your property without drawing attention to itself.

3. PawPail can be placed in any well ventilated space. It can rest on the ground or it can be mounted to a wall, post, tree, fence or railing using the PawPail Mounting System.

4. Subscribe to save on replacement PawBags and Air Filters at PawPail.com. It’s simple to manage your subscription preferences and they’ll arrive whenever you need them.